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LEVEL: Intermediate/Advanced
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Rob and Jim use 2/1 Game Forcing. Even if Rob bid only 3♥,
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top. Prospects for additional tricks can come from ruffing ♣ in
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hand (dummy reversal). The ♠ lead means 2 immediate losers.
West Leads ♠x
1 = Invitational or Better ♥ raise.
South might have 2 ♦ loses and perhaps a ♥ loser if ♥ split 4-0. 5
2 = Accepts invitation.
possible losers is not a good sign. In with the ♠K, West cleared
the ♠ as North ruffed low. A small ♣ to the ♣K then the ♣10 toward the table (covered by West’s ♣J)
won by North’s ♣A. Declarer played a low ♣ ruffed low and a small trump to the dummy’s ♥K noting
the small ♠ from East. Trumps were indeed 4-0. Missing ♥J9xx one loser is assured. Undeterred,
declarer played the ♣9 ruffed low in hand, East pitching a ♦. A small ♥ to the ♥Q allowed the ♦ finesse
(low to the ♦J). This succeeded as expected - after all East opened the bidding. Declarer cashed the ♦A
completing the strip of West’s hand. Down to the ♥A108, declarer led the ♥8 won by East with the ♥9.
East was end played. South was now in command holding ♥A10 over East’s ♥Jx. All in all South lost 1♥
and 2♠. 4♥+4 for +620 earned 3 IMPS as teammates came to the table with a -500 sacrifice.
Post Mortem
In adverse circumstances, hope distribution is on your side. South eliminated all of West’s out cards (the
Strip) and threw West in at trick 11 (the End Play) preserving a valuable tenace in trumps.
At IMPS we strive to bid vulnerable games that are 38% chance or better. Why? Ignoring equal results at
both tables, IMP scoring guides what risk we should take:
Our Score Their Score Net Score IMPS
Vulnerable
We bid and make, they make a partial.
+620
-170
+450
+10
-6
We bid and fail, they make their partial
-100
-140
-240
Nonvulnerable
We bid and make, they make a partial.
+420
-170
+250
+6
We bid and fail, they make their partial
-50
-140
-190
-5
For nonvulnerable games, risk and reward are about equal, so a 55% chance is adequate. Vulnerable
games offer 5:3 payoff odds. This means that Vulnerable games with odds no worse than 3:5 are a
breakeven proposition (net 0 over time). That translates to 37.5% risk [for example, 2% points better than
a 3-3 break when you hold a 5-2 suit (35.5%)]. Risk exceeds expected value only in dire circumstances.
Learning Pointers:
1) See a bad trump split as an opportunity – look for ways to strip and end play the opponent with long trumps.
2) Bid those close Vulnerable games at IMPS. Bid those 50% or 1 finesse non-vulnerable games too. Make them
by reading the cards well and using what you know.
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